INTRODUCTION
The Smart Hospital System is a solution aimed to present architecture Integration Framework using TOGAF's Architecture Development Method. The key to TOGAF is the TOGAF Architecture Development Method (ADM) -a reliable, proven approach for developing enterprise architecture descriptions that meets the needs of the specific business. There are 8 phases to the TOGAF core model which include:
• Architecture Vision As detailed in the SHS Project Proposal document, the main business mandates for the SHS are to build a new IT Integration Platform/framework that shall be able to:
• Respond to new business demands of the organisation (HospitalslMedical facilities) for the future (Scalability/new applications/new devices/ more users).
• Deployed quickly at any new location within restricted time frame, and with minimal configuration and no new development / customisation required.
• Be able to reliably service the current workload for urban hospital serving a population of I million i.e. up to 10,000 user accounts, up to 200 concurrent users. Along with the new workloads projected of up to 100,000 user accounts and up to 5,000 concurr ent users.
• Provide 99.999% availability (which equates to 5 minutes of downtime in a year).
• Fast and efficient enough to be able to simultaneously service several hospitals and mobile units in geographically diverse areas of the country.
• Have no additional operational costs compared to the curr ent infrastructure.
• Provide a single VI from all the applications to the user.
• Integrate the current Sample application Patient Management System (PMS) and Accounting and Payroll Package (APP) applications with minimal effort.
• Provide flexibility in choice of application providers, to avoid vendor lock-in.
B. Phase 11: Business Architecture:
The following Figure 2 is just a scaled down version of the problem s E ace. Usability: A separate module dedicated to providing management services of the system is an enabler for the usability attribute. A separate module for the Instrumentation Logger is yet another enabler for usability. This will allow system administrators to easily track transactions through the system for the following purposes Troubleshooting, Debugging and Auditing (for compliance to organisational processes, and for statutory compliance). Other enablers listed below have to be developed as part of the HLD and LLD. These can be either scripts or software modules with user interface.
Reliability: Runtime reliability shall be ensured in the system by having redundant failover modules identified and implemented during deployment. Stateless services allow load-balancing of critical components using specialised hardware devices. Non-runtime reliability shall be assured by having all newly developed modules specifically designed to cater to the boundary conditions of Initialisation, Failure, Recovery and Termination.
Security: The entire SHMS System shall be deemed to be running within a corporate firewalled environment. The Security aspect is covered from 5 angles: single sign on which is on authentication gateway, encrypted data access within Business services, Random queue number allocation by message broker, Double firewall and Instrumentation Logger for auditing attacks. It shall employ a layered architecture with critical assets in the inner area: Modularity: The use of layers, components, and other techniques aid in a highly modular internal structure, enhancing overall system reusability.
Consistency: The consistent use of the underlying philosophy behind designing the component responsibilities and interfaces, and special attention being given towards achieving a final list of nearly equal-sized components enhances reusability, and the overall aesthetics of the proposed architecture.
Orthogonality: The clear-cut responsibilities of the various components, without any overlap, aids in the orthogonality of the components within the overall system boundary.
For Details on component level responsibilities see appendix.
G. Phase VII:: Implementation Governance 
CONCLUSION
The objective of this paper has been achieved by investigation into various available architecture models/frameworks and patterns that fit the category of integration facilitators, with a vision of the future demands for scalability and extensibility. While SHS is aimed to adequately meet all the stated and implied requirements, TOGAF supported in less rework on the existing applications to fit into the new framework. It also provided a smoother transition of the system from the immediate role of an application integration framework for legacy applications, to its eventual role as a pure application integration framework. Thus, HSIF shall be deemed the proposed architecture of the Architecture Team.
The proposed architecture -the HSIF -meets the business case requirements and allows existing systems (APP and PMS) to be open for feature rich front-end which provides secure interfaces. Therefore, both recent developments and our research outcomes in this field project are found to be very encouraging. However, more investigation is required before full confidence and wider acceptance is to take place in the ICT industry. B2B gateway will relay the external client's request to the message router for appropriate action.
Management Module will send a command to the 8 modules it can manage and will receive the outcome of the request (failed, succeeded) and execution details.
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ESB will invoke the appropriate business service based on the request message.
In case the service request if for a long running process and required a business workflow, ESB 10 will forward the request to the Business Workflow Orchestration which will take the request through the appropriate business workflow process and return the results once completed.
